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SPLENDID BOOK

Technique, 1913, is, without doubt, one of the most attractive Annuals of the last ten years, and has already been selected for the best in the country. The art work is exceptionally good while the text is written in such an attractive manner that it is certain to give much pleasure to all readers.

The book is written in verse in the form of a morality operetta. The Junior history is set forth so that all may enjoy the amusing and entertaining story of last year's book; the line drawings are well done and are worthy of the pen of a professional. The work of North, Kennedy and Gildsen in this department deserves commendation.

The color work is on the whole good, though there are places which will undoubtedly receive adverse criticism. For instance, the Phoenix and Yacht Organization title pages, which have an entirely different color scheme from that of former years. We deduced the reason for this radical departure to be a desire on the part of the Technique Board to produce a successful and pleasing annual.

The histories following are quite entertaining and each will help to make this year's Junior Week a notable one in Institute history.

THE TECH wishes every man a happy vacation, be he furloughing, be he resting, or be he cramming for long-distance exams. Unless you are hopelessly tied to your book forr next few days and have the best time in your young lives.

SPRING MEET.
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LARRY HART, 1913.

In their effort. The Tech Show and Ornithology Title pages have really excellent coloring.

The grouping of various class and fraternity photographs throughout is good; indeed we have not area in the entire book. Last year the editors were severely criticized for this phase of the work, and the pictures were claimed to be "choppy," but in the 1913 Technique the spacing is excellent.

The Professorial Department has returned to the old method of selecting the various members of the staff in alphabetical order. The idea of this is that it will simplify the matter of finding the names.

The histories following are very attractive title pages are of average quality. The Junior history is covered and is written in verse in the form of a morality operetta. The Junior history is set forth so that all may enjoy the amusing and entertaining story of last year's book; the line drawings are well done and are worthy of the pen of a professional. The work of North, Kennedy and Gildsen in this department deserves commendation.

The color work is on the whole good, though there are places which will undoubtedly receive adverse criticism. For instance, the Phoenix and Yacht Organization title pages, which have an entirely different color scheme from that of former years. We deduced the reason for this radical departure to be a desire on the part of the Technique Board to produce a successful and pleasing annual.

The histories following are quite entertaining and each will help to make this year's Junior Week a notable one in Institute history.

THE TECH wishes every man a happy vacation, be he furloughing, be he resting, or be he cramming for long-distance exams. Unless you are hopelessly tied to your book for the next few days and have the best time in your young lives.

SPRING MEET.
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Newspaper

A. B. Logan, 1912

High Jumper--Won by L. S. Hall, '15; second, P. Dingley, '12, and L. Eichorn, '12; third, W. H. Hadley, '12; fourth, L. Metcalf, '12; Distance, 18 feet 11 inches.

High Jump--Won by L. S. Hall, '15; second, P. Dingley, '12, and L. Eichorn, '12; third, W. H. Hadley, '12; fourth, L. Metcalf, '12; Distance, 18 feet 11 inches.

Field-Jump--Won by L. S. Hall, '15; second, P. Dingley, '12, and L. Eichorn, '12; third, W. H. Hadley, '12; fourth, L. Metcalf, '12; Distance, 18 feet 11 inches.

Shot-Put--Won by N. D. MacLeod, '14; second, L. Metcalf, '12, and E. Adams, '14; Distance, 9 feet 9 inches.


Distance--Winning--106 feet 11 inches.

Distance--Second--103 feet 3 inches.

Distance--Third--102 feet 10 inches.

Distance--Fourth--99 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifth--97 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixth--96 feet 4 inches.

Distance--Seventh--95 feet 9 inches.

Distance--Eighth--94 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Ninth--93 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Tenth--92 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Eleventh--91 feet 10 inches.

Distance--Twelfth--91 feet 2 inches.

Distance--Thirteenth--90 feet 2 inches.

Distance--Fourteenth--89 feet 10 inches.

Distance--Fifteenth--88 feet 3 inches.

Distance--Sixteenth--87 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Seventeenth--86 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Eighteenth--85 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Nineteenth--84 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twentieth--83 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-first--82 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-second--81 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-third--80 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-fourth--79 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-fifth--78 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-sixth--77 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-seventh--76 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-eighth--75 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Twenty-ninth--74 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-first--73 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-second--72 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-third--71 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-fourth--70 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-fifth--69 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-sixth--68 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-seventh--67 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-eighth--66 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Thirty-ninth--65 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fortieth--64 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-first--63 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-second--62 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-third--61 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-fourth--60 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-fifth--59 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-sixth--58 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-seventh--57 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-eighth--56 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Forty-ninth--55 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-first--54 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-second--53 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-third--52 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-fourth--51 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-fifth--50 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-sixth--49 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-seventh--48 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-eighth--47 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Fifty-ninth--46 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixtieth--45 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-first--44 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-second--43 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-third--42 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-fourth--41 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-fifth--40 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-sixth--39 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-seventh--38 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-eighth--37 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Sixty-ninth--36 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Seventieth--35 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Seventy-first--34 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Seventy-second--33 feet 8 inches.

Distance--Seventy-third--32 feet 8 inches.